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Year 12 update 

 

Year 12 have settled well into the course and students have started with the topics of ‘Water & carbon cycles’ on                     

one side of the course and ‘Population & the environment’ on the other side of the course.  

All students have been asked to have a folder, even if they work mostly on the computer, in which to store their                      

assessments. We regularly check physical & digital folders to ensure students are organised and for evidence of                 

wider reading and consolidation notes. 

Students will also regularly take part in quizzes to check on their progress as well as timed and untimed questions                    

set in lessons and at home. This week, all students have been set their first 20 mark essay, this isn’t timed yet, but                       

eventually they should be able to complete an essay in around 30 minutes.  

An individual tracking sheet has been assigned to all students in order for them to monitor their progress with                   

marked assessments and set SMART targets.  

 

Students have a glossary for each topic, which should be kept up to date and we ask them to review this regularly.                      

Most lessons also have a slide letting them know where they can find additional reading to support the lesson.  

 

Many students have purchased a textbook to support their learning through the course, we also have copies in                  

school for lessons and some that can be signed out during their study period from the office or available in the                     

LRC. 

 

Year 13 update 

 

Following the summer visits, Year 13 students are currently balancing their NEA alongside the topics of ‘Hazards’                 

and ‘Changing Places’. All students have a copy of a plan for the lessons, so they know which lessons they are                     

studying the topics and which they have available to work on their NEA. They also have the deadlines for this                    

work which were shared at the start of the term, and I have also shared below. The NEA is a Non-Examined                     

Assessment which accounts for 20% of their A-level and students have all picked and designed their own                 

individual investigation which they are working on. 

 
NEA Deadlines: 

Proposal form - 31st August 

Introduction & maps - Tuesday 17th Sep 

Methodology - Tuesday 24th Sep 

Presentation & analysis - Tuesday 5th Nov 

Conclusion & evaluation - Wednesday 4th Dec 

Final work submitted - Monday 16th Dec 

 



Year 13 students have all been invited to attend 20 marker support sessions running every Monday at breaktime                  

in H4. This is a session, whereby students have been given a 20 mark exam question in advance for them to plan                      

and then attend the session where we work through a plan together, enabling them to add to or develop theirs.                    

The idea is that if they attend all the available sessions we will have done a wide variety of case studies, key                      

concepts and different style questions to prepare them as best we can for their exams. Please encourage your                  

child to attend as these sessions are really useful and more students should be taking advantage of the extra                   

support, especially those students who struggled with the 20 mark questions in the summer mocks.  

 

 

The A Level Mindset 

 

Below is some information on study skills which we are sharing with students. We have spoken to them about the                    

VESPA approach which looks at their: 
Vision - What they want to achieve and their goals and aspirations. 

Effort - How much effort are they putting into their work? How to build in more high levels of effort & good habits. 

Systems - Looking at what systems students have in place to support their learning, their organisation & approach to                   

learning. 

Practice - What students are actually doing. This involves a questionnaire that students are completing, to look at how they                    

revise and whether they are balancing revising content, with practising exam skills and then feedback.  

Attitude - Encouraging students to have a growth mindset and be positive in their approach to learning.  

 

In lessons, we will be looking at different activities for students to practice to add variety and new learning habits.                    

With revision students often focus on content as this is in their comfort zone, however, they have access on the                    

Google Site to many practice questions and practice papers and need to make sure they add this into their study                    

time. In Geography the 20 mark essay is the largest question and has 10 marks awarded for content and 10 for                     

the skills of analysis and evaluation, therefore their revision should try and reflect this.  

 

As they are in the Sixth Form and many are preparing for university, we want students to be more independent in                     

their learning. We have many students who are only reactive in their independent study, completing homework                

that has been set, however, we would like them to be more proactive and to get into some good learning habits.                     

For example prep reading before a lesson, summary notes afterward. All students have, therefore, been given a                 

copy of a proactive study checklist, which is also available for you to view here. Students have also been given a                     

summary of the ‘7 key skills to get an A* in Geography’ and we will be asking students to monitor their progress in                       

regards to each of these.  

 

Students all have access to wider reading books in the LRC and Geography office, which we encourage students to                   

use as well as articles, news links and wider watching recommended on the A Level Geography Google Site. We                   

have also expanded on the wider reading list for students with some books and films that would be useful in                    

developing their geographical understanding, but are not essential for the course.  

 

I hope it goes without saying that as always we as a Geography team are here to support our students and they                      

only need to ask. We also want to develop them as confident, independent individuals and hope you will support                   

us in encouraging them to pick up some new good habits.  

 

If you have any questions about the above, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

 

 

Louise Jones 

Subject leader for Geography 

ljones@tringschool.org  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16Ci5P5VuNQcd8oV52vilQi6bhYNKoQaw75IAlouhU-s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XyKtC8Fu_fhzGWAmos7U2N7Pycd7Z_hgIRN3D5jiu54/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:ljones@tringschool.org

